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QUESTION 1

Plush is a medium-sized hotel which recently opened on the outskirts of a city which is popular with tourists. It has a
sophisticated website which allows customers to pre-book rooms and additional items, such as meals in its restaurant
and tickets for popular tourist attractions in the city. 

Plush has listed its website on a popular hotel price comparison website, which allows customers to compare prices and
facilities of hotels in the same area and this has resulted in over 60% of Plush\\'s customer bookings so far. 

Since listing on the price comparison website, the Sales Manager of Plush has noticed that the prices offered by its
nearest competitors have reduced dramatically and their range of special offers have also increased. 

Which TWO of Porter\\'s Five Forces have been most affected by the use of the price comparison website by the hotels
in the same area as Plush? (Choose two.) 

A. Competitive rivalry. 

B. Threat of substitutes. 

C. Bargaining power of suppliers. 

D. Threat of new entrants. 

E. Bargaining power of customers. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 2

SSS University wishes to introduce a new Car Park Management Strategy (CPMS). The aim of this strategy is to reduce
the use of private cars and to encourage sustainable transport, such as cycling and public transport, by staff and 

students. SSS has decided to reduce the number of car parking spaces and introduce parking charges. 

The Management Accountant has decided to use the Balanced Scorecard to help prepare a performance management
system to assess the performance of the new CPMS. 

Which of the following is an example of the Innovation and Learning perspective of a Balanced Scorecard for SSS? 

A. Easy access to car parking spaces. 

B. Number of days of training for car park attendants. 

C. Reduction in complaints from customers. 

D. Speed of processing the payment for parking charges. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3



Z is a medium-sized UK based accounting practice. Z operates a graduate training scheme. The trainees are given an
induction and then placed on a three-year training programme designed to help develop professional skills and
experience. 

The training programme has been in existence for many years. However, there is no clear consensus amongst the
partners of Z about what the trainees should be able to do on completion of the programme and therefore what the
training 

programme should emphasize. This lack of clarity is affecting the morale and commitment of the trainees and significant
numbers are failing the programme or leaving to join a rival firm. 

Z\\'s HR Department recognizes the need for committed and well motivated accountants to meet the increased
expectations of clients and the competition from rival firms. The HR Department has identified changes to the training
programme that can be implemented gradually through a series of initiatives. 

Which TWO of the following statements regarding the change required in Z are correct? (Choose two.) 

A. Understanding which day-to-day behaviors to reinforce within the training programme, is about \\'routines and
rituals\\' according to the Cultural Web. 

B. The change would be classified as a \\'revolutionary change\\' according to Balogum and Hope Hailey. 

C. The need to manage the competitive position is an example of an \\'external direct trigger\\' for change. 

D. The plans to combat competition would be considered as a \\'structure\\' factor according to the McKinsey 7 S model. 

E. The skills, abilities and competences of the organization\\'s employee\\'s are a \\'hard\\' factor according to the
McKinsey 7 S model. 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 4

DRAG DROP 

PQ is an international airline. 

In accordance with Porter\\'s Value Chain, select “Primary” or “Support” for each of the activities listed below: 

Select and Place: 



Correct Answer: 

 

 



QUESTION 5

A leading retail chain is undertaking environmental scanning as it is concerned that it is becoming uncompetitive and
profits have started to fall. The Board of Directors is concerned that it will need to have a viable strategy to present to its
shareholders at the next annual general meeting, in order to prevent shareholders\\' protests. 

The company has been reluctant in the past to offer an Internet shopping service. It now believes, however, that by
offering this service and introducing customer relationship marketing (CRM), this will produce a strategy that will help it
to improve its competitiveness. 

Which of the following statements apply to CRM? (Choose all that apply.) 

A. The company must be prepared to take customers\\' needs into account and be able to meet these needs. 

B. In mature markets, existing customers provide the most likely source of future earnings. 

C. CRM is about marketing to customers to obtain their loyalty, so customer research is not needed. 

D. CRM utilizes marketing resources to retain, rather than simply attract new customers. 

E. The CRM process needs to include increasing the range of products that will be offered to customers. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 6

According to Porter\\'s Five Forces model, which of the following would be evidence of high buyer power? 

A. There is a low probability of backward integration. 

B. Products are not standardized and buyers cannot easily switch to another product. 

C. Buyers are fragmented and act independently of each other. 

D. There is a concentration of buyers. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

QWE is a private company belonging to a famous former sports professional. It operates gyms and fitness clubs across
its home country. Each gym or fitness club is treated as a profit center and the manager of each center is paid bonuses
based on its financial performance. 

QWE introduced multidimensional performance measures into its management control systems 3 years ago. These
measure competitiveness, financial performance, capacity utilization, innovation and the flexibility of its centers to cope
with changing demands. 

The managers of QWE\\'s centers have been leaving at a very high rate over the last 2 years. They have claimed that
the measures are too open to interpretation and when they think they are improving their center\\'s performance they
are told they are doing the wrong things. They also complain that the managers in the centers near big cities find it
much easier to reach their targets than the managers of other centers. 



According to Fitzgerald and Moon\\'s Building Block model, where does the problem lie? 

A. Standards and Rewards 

B. Standards, Dimensions and Rewards 

C. Dimensions and Standards 

D. Dimensions and Rewards 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

ZYX is a global hotel chain, employing over 10,000 staff worldwide. ZYX operates a Code of Conduct for all of its staff,
which states "Our staff are the most important assets of our business operations. We expect the highest standards of
ethical and professional conduct from all staff, who must display the principles of trust, respect, equality, integrity and
fairness at all times." 

Which THREE of the following actions could ZYX take to positively influence its staff to work to the ethical and
professional principles in its Code of Conduct? (Choose three.) 

A. Disciplinary actions, such as fines, for staff who do not display high ethical and professional standards. 

B. Publication on its website of ZYX\\'s Code of Conduct and regular examples of staff displaying the highest standards
of professional conduct. 

C. Induction and on-going staff training on ZYX\\'s Code of Conduct and ethical and professional principles. 

D. Interview process for staff prior to employment, to assess their understanding of ethical and professional behavior. 

E. Set performance targets in diversity and equality for its hotel senior managers. 

F. Operate a system of reward incentives for staff who display high ethical and professional standards. 

Correct Answer: CDF 

 

QUESTION 9

RRR is a medium sized company, which has built family homes in Country for twenty years. The Board of RRR wishes
to expand company operations and start building homes in the neighboring country. The Board of RRR wishes to
undertake a position audit to help in this decision. 

Which of the following strategic analysis tools would be used in a position audit for RRR? 

A. Gap Analysis 

B. PEST 

C. SWOT 

D. Five Forces 



Correct Answer: C 

Reference:
https://www.cimaglobal.com/Documents/ImportedDocuments/cid_tg_strategic_analysis_tools_nov07.pdf.pdf 

 

QUESTION 10

A Service Level Agreement (SLA) defines exactly what services a service provider will provide and the required level or
standard for those services. 

Which of the following statements regarding Service Level Agreements is NOT correct? 

A. Service Level Agreements should include the expected response time to technical queries. 

B. Service Level Agreements should include the targets and benchmarks to be used and the consequences for failing to
meet them. 

C. Service Level Agreements should include the procedures for cancelling the contract. 

D. Service Level Agreements should include a guarantee to provide 100% availability for complaint resolution. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

DRAG DROP 

LMN is a fast food manufacturer that makes \\'Ready-meals\\'. 

Place the appropriate stage of the Value Chain against each of the activities below: 

Select and Place: 



Correct Answer: 

 

 



QUESTION 12

SDC is a medium sized IT systems development company. SDC employs highly qualified and experienced systems
development experts. It invests heavily in staff training and development and as a result, staff are highly motivated and
staff turnover is low. SDC has a strong culture of team work and innovation, which the senior managers believe is the
basis of SDC\\'s success. The senior managers, who are also the founders of SDC, are highly experienced and have a
strong vision for the business. 

Which THREE of the following factors would be the main focus of a resource audit for SDC? (Choose three.) 

A. Make-up 

B. Markets 

C. Manpower 

D. Machinery 

E. Management 

F. Money 

Correct Answer: ACE 
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